
Barclay’s site - work is progressing
Delighted in May that R&B highlighted  their 5 hidden gems in the 
borough , Jubilee Woodland was named as one, photos went up on 
social media. Each borough in Surrey were sending in their 5 hidden 
gems. Each time R&B highlights their parks and woodlands they have 
been forgetting about JW, have been making sure via their social 
media that they don’t forget us, they are now using my photos.
Have attended my first LKRA AGM, Jamie & I got a very warm welcome 
from the RA and residents

Since May re-election have attended so many trainings/seminars/
updates, seem to be out every night. In 19 years as a cllr we have 
never had as many as we are facing this year. Some evenings there 
are 3. Just hope life will slow down as I have the ward work to do

At the AGM a couple in Tadworth complained a smallish Father 
Christmas decoration was still up on a 1st floor, they wanted it 
removed. Have also received a few emails from them since. I visited 
the owner of the site, the owner wasn’t happy as decoration belonged 
to his small children, will expand at the meeting

Am chasing the replacement bins for outside The Bridge and near 
Barclay’s, had requested a couple of months ago as both broken

Also chasing the shattered glass in the bus shelter in Walton, have 
asked for it to be replaced as it’s dangerous 

We have new tiny babes on Walton pond, was on a walk around on 
Friday, they were 3 little ones swimming around very near the 
pathway by the road, some of the ducks were fast asleep on the 
grass, was a lovely sight
Am dealing with the planter on the pavement by the pond, have sent 2 
emails, trying to work out how Walton has 4 and Tadworth 2. We had 
asked for our usual 8 planters to be shared throughout the new LKTW 
ward. - the town hall  had agreed to this, each of our 3 communities 
plus Shelvers Hill have to be treated the same. 

Thank you to Jean in Walton & Patricia in Tadworth for the hanging 
baskets, they look lovely

Attended a recent health meeting , interesting info....
30% of car journeys in Surrey are for health care/appointments 
11% of bus journeys are for health care/appointment 

We have had a few clearing up sessions in Jubilee Woodland recently, 
massive thanks to Gillian for all the work she put into the Pocket  
Park bid, and to Jill for all she does with the school’s and various 
organisations. The school’s have painted lots of Pebbles which are 
hidden, really are quite lovely

Rachel


